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The project explores the transnational contest for expert authority in the field of global health through a
study of French, US, and Cuban health missions in Haiti - a country which has become a paradigmatic
laboratory of foreign health intervention. Dr.GLOBAL's objective is to understand how (curative) 'biomedicine'
or (preventative) 'social medicine' become dominant in this contest and why. Going beyond Anglo-centric
diffusion stories, the project starts from the claim that the export of knowledge from medically developed
to developing countries is not a one-way street but a cross-trade of expertise. Health internationalists
forge new alliances abroad, learn new ways of doing health, and their professional prestige gained abroad
becomes a power resource at home as well. For example, Harvard-based health internationalists adopt
ideas from Cuban family doctors to run community projects in Haiti, but they also reimport these 'social
medicine' approaches to Boston and thus challenge the dominance of biomedicine in the US. Dr.GLOBAL
employs interviews and descriptive statistics to understand how expert power travels across contexts.
Combining insights from sociological field analysis, global history, postcolonial studies, and medical history
and anthropology, the project aims to lay the groundwork for a transnational sociology of medicine.
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Open Access-Publikationen

How Do Professions Globalize? Lessons from the Global South in US Medical Education
How Do Metrics Shape Polities? From Analogue to Digital Measurement Regimes in International
Health Politics
Das globale Unten: Die Konstruktion eines globalen medizinischen Südens in den USA
Domestic humanitarianism: the Mission France of Médecins Sans Frontières and Médecins du Monde
Digitalizing Community Health Work: A Struggle over the Values of Global Health Policy
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https://academic.oup.com/ips/article/13/3/296/5498829
https://www.econstor.eu/bitstream/10419/240901/1/Full-text-article-Aue-How-do-metrics.pdf
https://www.econstor.eu/bitstream/10419/240901/1/Full-text-article-Aue-How-do-metrics.pdf
http://eprints.lse.ac.uk/106682/
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/01436597.2021.1916393
http://eprints.lse.ac.uk/107059/3/Hanrieder_digitalizing_community_health_work_published.pdf
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